Irish Offshore Operators’ Association Study
METHODOLOGY

Irish Off-shore Association Study 2019
Study conducted as part of the iReach Consumer Omnibus
Survey

Online Survey
Fieldwork undertaken from 19th – 26th September 2019

Consumer Panel
Consumer Research Study conducted nationwide
Sample Size = 1,000 Respondents

Consumer Research Project
Conducted by iReach Insights on behalf of (Client
commissioning the research)

Mi Pro Survey Software
iReach utilises leading market research solution for
all aspects of survey project management: sampling,
design, data collection and tabulation
iReach Online Consumer Panel
iReach uses proprietary research panels across
consumer and business groups, built on a nationally
representative model

Confidence Level
The iReach Consumer Decisions Omnibus delivers a high level statistical accuracy. Delivering a sample size of over 1,000 interviews,
this provides a confidence level of + or – 2.5% at a 95% confidence interval.
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Irish Offshore Operators’ Association Study
DEMOGRAPHICS
Gender

Age of respondents
32%

49%

51%

Children at Home
17%
26%
18%
None

39%

30%

Single/Never Married

30%

35-54

Married/Cohabiting

62%

55+

Separated/Divorced/Widowed

7%

Prefer not to say

1%

18-34

38%

Household Income
< €19,999
€20K - €39,999
€40K - €59,999
€60K - €79,999
€80K+
Prefer not to say
Don’t know

Education

Marital Status

13%
24%
20%
9%
13%
15%
6%

Region
7%
11%
21%
31%

Dublin
30%

Third
Level
Secondary 46%
37%
Primary
1%

Post
graduate
16%

Occupation
High managerial, admin, professional

3%

Intermediate managerial, admin, professional

11%

Supervisor, Jr managerial, admin, professional

29%

Manual worker (skilled, non-skilled)

18%

Farmer/ Agricultural Worker

1%

Casual Worker – Not Permanent Employment

2%

Homemaker

8%

Unemployed

4%

Student

8%

Retired (on state, private pension)

12%

Full Time Carer

1%

Self-employed

3%
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66% of Irish Households Spend between €51 to €150 on Home Energy per month. The monthly Household
Average Spend on Home energy is €112.

Average: €112

Monthly Average Household Spend on Home Energy

4%

10%

18%

Less than €25

€25 - €50

€51 - €75

21%

€76 - €100

16%

11%

€101 - €125

€126 - €150

6%

5%

4%

2%

1%

1%

€151 - €175

€176 €200

€201 - €225

€226 - €250

€251 - €275

€276 - €300

Q: How much on average does your household spend on home energy – i.e. Electricity, gas, etc – per month? (Single Select, n = 1,000)

1%

More than €300
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32% of adults spend between €51 to €100 on Fuel for Transport on average each month. The monthly Average
Spend on Fuel for Transport is €113.

Monthly Average Spend on Fuel for Transport

Average: €113

17 %
15 %
12 %
11 %

11 %
8%

5%

5%

6%
3%

Less than €25

€25 - €50

€51 - €75

€76 - €100

€101 - €125

€126 - €150

€151 - €175

€176 - €200

€201 - €225

2%

€226 - €250

Q: How much money on average do you spend on fuel for transport (petrol/ diesel/ electric) per month? (Single Select, n = 1,000)

1%

2%

2%

€251 - €275

€276 - €300

More than
€300

None
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51% of adults are aware of the Carbon Taxes, highest among older adults (65%) and males (62%).

Awareness Carbon Tax

Yes

No

51%

49%
Males are more aware of the Carbon
Taxes than Females (62% vs. 42%).
People over the age of 55 years (65%) are
more aware of Carbon Taxes than the age
groups 18-34 years (43%) and 35-54 years
(47%).

Q: Are you aware that all consumers in Ireland now already pay an average of €5.00 in Carbon Tax each month on their Energy Bill or 45 cents on
a bale of briquettes or a minimum of 5.3 cents on a litre of diesel or petrol? (Single Select, n = 1,000)
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The majority or 85% of adults save energy at home highest among older age groups especially 55+ (92%).

Saving Energy at Home

Yes

85%

No

15%

Adults over the age of 55 are more
focused on savinge energy than young
adults between 18 and 34 (92% vs.
78%).
Q: Do you save energy at home? (Single Select, n = 1,000)
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For those who save energy at home, the top method is to “Do washing and drying at off peak hours” (57%),
followed by “Pre-set timers for Heating” (46%) and using “Low energy technology” (41%).

Methods Saving Energy at Home

Do washing or drying at off peak hours
Pre-set timers for Heating
Low energy technology

Pre-set timers for Hot Water
Smart Home Tech for Lighting

Smart Home Tech for Heating
Other (Turn off lights; Solar Panels;
Insulated House; etc.)

Q: And, how do you save energy at home? Please select all that apply. (Multiple Select, n = 846)

57%
46%
41%
36%
15%
10%
10%
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The majority or 75% of Irish households have 1 car (48%) or 2 cars (35%) in use.

Amount of Cars used in Household
48%

35%

11%
5%

None

Q: How many cars in use do you have in your household? (Single Select, n = 1,000)

1

2

3

0%

1%

0%

4

5

More than 5
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The majority or 83% of adults regularly use one (43%) or two (40%) mobile or smart devices. 36% of adults have
one (15%) or two (21%) mobile or smart devices at home that are unused or replaced with newer models.

Amount of mobile/ smart devices regularly used

43 %

Mobile/ Smart Devices at home Unused or Replaced with newer models

36 %
40 %

21 %
15 %
11 %
10 %
2%

None

1

2

3

7%
2%

1%

2%

4

5

6+

None

1

2

Q: How many mobile/ smart devices (e.g. Phone, Tablet, etc.) do you personally regularly use? (Single Select, n = 1,000)
Q: How many mobile/ smart devices are in your home that are unused or replaced with newer models (e.g. Phone, Tablets including replacement screens,
etc)? (Single Select, n = 1,000)

3

4

5%

5%

5

6+
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A significant majority (90%) believe that Ireland should try to secure its own energy, consistent across genders
and different age groups.

Secure own Energy

Yes

No

90%

10%

Q: Do you believe that Ireland should try to secure its own energy – i.e. natural gas or oil offshore in Ireland? (Single Select, n = 1,000)
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57% of adults are not aware that Ireland gets 40% of its natural gas from the Kinsale and Corrib Fields. Awareness
is lowest among 35-54 year olds at 63%.

Awareness - Ireland gets 40% of natural gas from Kinsale and Corrib Fields

Yes
43%

No
Adults over the age of 55 years (53%)
are more aware about the Kinsale and
Corrib fields’ supply than the age groups
18-34 years (39%) and 35-54 years (37%).
Q: Are you aware that Ireland gets 40% of its natural gas from the Kinsale and Corrib fields? (Single Select, n = 1,000)

57%
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44% of adults are aware that without Kinsale and Corrib Fields, Ireland would have to import all its natural gas
through Britain. Awareness of this challenge is highest among males (54%) and 55+ (58%).

Awareness – Import all gas through Britain without Kinsale and Corrib Fields

NO

YES
44%

56%
Adults over the age of 55 (58%) are more
aware that without the Kinsale and
Corrib fields, Ireland would have to
import all its natural gas through Britain.
In gender terms, Males are more aware
of than Females (54% vs. 34%).

Q: Are you aware that without Kinsale and Corrib fields, Ireland would have to import all its natural gas through Britain? (Single Select, n = 1,000)
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In a post Brexit scenario 58% of adults are concerned about energy supply to Ireland from Britain, highest
among females at 62%.

Concerned about Energy Supply from Britain post Brexit

YES

NO

58%

42%
Females are more concerned about the
Energy supply in a post Brexit scenario
than Males (62% vs. 55%).

Q: In a post Brexit scenario, are you concerned about energy supply to Ireland from Britain? (Single Select, n = 1,000)
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The majority or 71% agree that finding more Irish natural gas is more secure than importing from Britain post
Brexit. This reaches 77% of those over 55 years in age.

Finding more Irish Natural Gas is more secure

Finding more Irish gas is more
secure than importing from
Britain post Brexit

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

28%

43%

25%

3%

1%

71% Agree

4% Disagree

Over 55 year olds (77%) agree most
and adults aged 18-34 (66%) least,
that finding more Irish natural gas
is more secure than importing.
Q: How much do you agree or disagree that finding more Irish natural gas is more secure than importing from Britain post Brexit? (Single Select, n
= 1,000)
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The majority or 76% of adults are concerned about the impact of global events on energy supply and prices,
highest among older age groups hitting 82% of 55+.

76%

Concerns with energy supply and prices

Very
Concerned

Concerned

30%

46%
18%

Adults over the age of 55 years (82%) are
most concerned, while young adults aged
18-34 years (68%) the least concerned
about the current global events’ impact on
energy supply and prices.

3%
Very
Unconcerned

Q: How concerned are you about the impact current global events have on energy supply and prices? (Single Select, n = 1,000)

Neutral

3%
Unconcerned
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